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MIRRORBOX COMPACT
Codice prodotto: 2530455

Category: Absent

Compact and easy to inspect rodenticide bait dispenser

Description:
Compact dispenser made of weatherproof and UV-resistant hard plastic. It has a translucent white lid that allows inspection
even when closed, attached to the base with a hinge mechanism. Equipped with a safety lock. In combination with the wall
bracket, it can be easily detached from its housing for cleaning purposes.
Suitable for indoor and outdoor use, it can hold up to 5 blocks and 10 sachets.

Technical information:
Dimensions (luxlaxh): 23 x 18.2 x 8.8 cm
Weight: 332 g
Colour: black with translucent white lid
Wall mounting bracket available (optional extra)

Method of use:
1. install the dispenser along the wall using the dedicated plastic bracket
2. Open the lid of the dispenser using the special key provided
3. fill with rodenticide bait and close again.
Once the container is secured, only mice and rats can access the bait.
In accordance with current safety and hygiene regulations, rodent extermination must be carried out in such a way that
children, pets and unaware persons cannot come into contact with the rodenticide baits. Using Mirrorbox Compact simplifies
the control and renewal of rodenticide baits, prolongs the palatability of the baits themselves, protecting them and thus
significantly improving the effectiveness of rodent control.
Can be used both with bait in sachets and with bait in blocks.

User:
Professional

Unit of sales:
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Carton containing 28 pieces


